Share Tools?

Why?

- Not straightforward to fill correctly the Netcdf Files
- The experts are not in the same lab, country ...
- Not reinvent the wheel

How?

Several solutions
Two tools: SCOOP, LOCODOX

- Specific tests (LOCODOX)
  - used by Emilie Brion (Altran) and Virginie
  - developed by Altran but based on a C. Cabanes development
  - Matlab code
  - Inputs Netcdf Files V3.1

- Visual QC: SCOOP
  - used by Christine on PTS
  - developed by Altran
  - code?
  - Inputs: Oracle DB

⇒ Develop
  LOCOCHLA,
  LOCONITRATE,
  ....

⇒ Inputs for
  SCOOP netcdf
  files V3.1